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Scooots – A Unique Mobile Marketing Solution 
Taking social offline! 

 

What is Scooots? 

 

Scooots is a unique media platform connecting brand and community, bringing your 
brand to life on the street.  
 
Scooots is an authentically original method of storytelling, a new and unique way 
of getting your own story out in a capturing and edgy way. It is the ultimate 
wearable technology - a bag with the purpose of serving your own interests, brand 
or event.  
 
Any message or story can be displayed on digital screens placed on our original 
Scooots bags. The bags themselves are cool conversation starters, unique and eye-
catching in a noisy world. 



 

 

The main thrust of Scooots is as a  mobile marketing solution, a unique poster bag with a 
screen or LED, a community of brand ambassadors and sustainable mobility with e-bikes. 
  
This bag with a screen brings brand stories to life on the streets, activating a community of 
Brand ambassadors. And it bridges the digital and the physical world – in 3 variations: 

• Poster bag: backlit poster screen 
• LED bag: moving digital content 
• OLED bag: cloud activated digital content 

Scooots is an authentically original method of storytelling, a unique way of getting 
your own story out in an arresting and edgy manner, and is totally customisable to 
any brand and logo. We have the powerful advantage of a three week turnaround 
period from conception to product launch. So if there is a specific event in mind, 
or a targeted product launch, we can help with a fast response. 
   
Scooots is mobile. It can change gear, pivot and shift fast, carrying your message 
with it. Unlike advertising and marketing campaigns with a long lead time, Scooots 
picks up the ball fast and runs with a message, pinpointing the best locations, 



times and people to tell your story to. 
   
We are interested in working with all people and brands, large or small. You may 
have a personal blog you want to get out, or a message, or a new product to 
launch. 
  

For further information and photography please contact:  
lizzi@scooots.com 

www.scooots.com 

http://www.scooots.com/

